A battery pack for electric vehicles always contains many individual cells, but even more must be used for those made of 18650 cells. Cell-to-cell inconsistency can undermine the performance of a battery pack, and requires investigation before its formation. Traditional consistency screening approaches may have to check the electrochemical performance of the individual cells one after another, requiring plenty of time to filter the massive cells, whereas this study proposes a more efficient screening approach to select cells with better electrochemical consistency. By the proposed approach, the cells are connected in series and cycled with the same current, which makes performance consistency screening more reliable and more efficient. The weight, size, sealing, and electrochemical performances were tested and analyzed. These basic comparative results allow researchers and engineers to obtain a facile understanding of the inconsistency present in 18650 cell products. The inconsistency of cells from five manufacturers is quantitatively compared. Traditional screening approaches are based on the cell traits listed above, whereas the proposed approach in this study takes reduced time in cell screening by connecting 120 selected cells in series and cycling them simultaneously. Pack tests were conducted to verify the proposed consistency screening approach. The battery pack formed by cells with poor consistency selected by the proposed screening approach has a lower initial capacity after pack formation and shows faster capacity decay after cycling than one formed by cells with better consistency selected by the proposed screening approach, indicating that the proposed facile screening approach is effective.
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